Some of Susan´s favourite picture books.

1. Enemy Pie by Derek Munson
2. Miss Nelson is Missing by Harry Allard
3. The Power of One by Trudy Ludwig
4. Recipe for the Perfect Planet Pie by Kim Michelle Toft
5. Olivia books by Ian Falconer
6. Michael Rosen’s Sad Book
7. The Story of Ferdinand by Munro Leaf
8. Stuck by Oliver Jeffers
9. The Thank You Letter by Jane Cabrera
10. The Remember Balloons by Jessie Oliveros
11. The Suitcase by Chris Naylor-Ballesteros
12. Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes
13. The moose of Ewenki by Gerelchimeg Blackcrane
14. Julian is a Mermaid by Jessica Love
15. Anything by Todd Parr
16. Dragon Post by Emma Yarlett
17. Blue by Laura Vaccaro Seeger
18. I Walk With Vanessa by Kerascoet
20. The Pigeon books by Mo Willems
21. Mary Wears What She Wants by Keith Negley
22. All The Ways To Be Smart by Davina Bell
23. The Rabbit Listened by Cori Doerrfeld
24. Teacup by Rebecca Young
25. How to be a Lion by Ed Vere